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Abstract Select link analysis provides information of

where traffic comes from and goes to at selected links. This

disaggregate information has wide applications in practice.

The state-of-the-art planning software packages often

adopt the user equilibrium (UE) model for select link

analysis. However, empirical studies have repeatedly

revealed that the stochastic user equilibrium model more

accurately predicts observed mean and variance of choices

than the UE model. This paper proposes an alternative

select link analysis method by making use of the recently

developed logit–weibit hybrid model, to alleviate the

drawbacks of both logit and weibit models while keeping a

closed-form route choice probability expression. To

enhance the applicability in large-scale networks, Bell’s

stochastic loading method originally developed for logit

model is adapted to the hybrid model. The features of the

proposed method are twofold: (1) unique O–D-specific link

flow pattern and more plausible behavioral realism attrib-

uted to the hybrid route choice model and (2) applicability

in large-scale networks due to the link-based stochastic

loading method. An illustrative network example and a

case study in a large-scale network are conducted to

demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the pro-

posed select link analysis method as well as applications of

O–D-specific link flow information. A visualization

method is also proposed to enhance the understanding of

O–D-specific link flow originally in the form of a matrix.

Keywords Select link analysis � Logit model � Weibit

model � Hybrid model � Bell loading

1 Introduction

Select link analysis provides information of where traffic

comes from and goes to at selected links, i.e., the spatial

distribution and origin–destination (O–D) pair composition

of aggregate link flow. This disaggregate information has

wide applications in practice. For example, this disaggre-

gate information enables to quantify or predict the impact

of transportation planning, operations, control and man-

agement schemes from multiple perspectives such as con-

gestion alleviation, environmental sustainability and

inequity. In detail, we need this information to examine the

spatial impacts of a proposed road improvement project.

Although the License Plate Recognition system can track

partial paths of vehicles to analyze link flow composition,

it is still unable to cover the whole transportation network.

More importantly, the traffic condition after implementing

a transportation planning or management scheme cannot be

observed beforehand. Moreover, the state-of-the-art plan-

ning software packages often adopt the user equilibrium

(UE) model for select link analysis. It is well known that

the O–D-specific link flow in the UE model is non-unique,

hence requiring an additional criterion for selecting a rea-

sonable solution. To resolve this dilemma, Lu and Nie [1]

explored continuity of the UE link flow, proposed a general

resolution based on the maximum entropy UE and

decomposed the total flow of a link by O–D pairs to

examine the spatial impacts of a transportation project.
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Later on, Bar-Gera et al. [2] proposed an additional con-

dition of proportionality for select link analysis. On the

other hand, empirical studies have repeatedly revealed that

the stochastic user equilibrium (SUE) model more accu-

rately predicts observed mean and variance of choices than

the UE model (e.g., [3]). Hence, we aim to use a more

accurate probabilistic route choice model to develop a new

select link analysis method with both behavioral realism

and large-scale network applicability.

In the literature, there are two main types of closed-form

probabilistic route choice models: logit [4] and weibit [5].

As to the logit model, Dial [4] developed a link-based

stochastic loading method with a forward pass and a

backward pass. Van Vliet [6] derived the link choice

probability expression according to link weights based on

Dial’s algorithm. Bell [7] proposed two logit assignment

methods as alternatives to Dial’s algorithm without path

enumeration. Akamatsu [8] utilized the decomposition of

path choice entropy to transform path-based into link-based

logit assignment. Owing to the homogeneity of variance in

the logit model, Nakayama [9] and Nakayama and Chi-

karaishi [10] presented a q-generalization method based on

generalized extreme-value distribution to the random

component of utility to allow heteroscedastic variance.

Ahipaşaoğlu et al. [11] also introduced a marginal distri-

bution model to relax independently and identically dis-

tributed random variance in the logit model and applied the

method of successive average to compute flexible traffic

flows. As to the weibit model, Kitthamkeson and Chen [12]

derived an analytical closed-form expected perceived tra-

vel cost to replace the mathematical programming formu-

lation in the weibit SUE model. Sharifi et al. [13] further

proposed a modified Dial’s STOCH algorithm for the

solution. Although with closed-form expressions and wide

applications, both logit and weibit models have some

drawbacks. First of all, the logit model cannot distinguish

the short and long networks with the same absolute route

cost difference, and the weibit model cannot distinguish the

short and long networks with the same relative route cost

difference. In general, routes in a short network (one

containing short O–D pair lengths) have lower costs than

routes in a long network (one containing long O–D pair

lengths). Besides, Yao and Chen [14] made a detailed

paradox analysis about the logit, weibit and hybrid models

(the hybrid model is just a simple weighted-sum model

combining the logit and weibit models) and found that the

paradox area of the hybrid model is a combination of the

paradox areas of the logit and weibit models. Recently, Xu

et al. [15] developed a logit–weibit hybrid model with a

closed-form route choice probability expression and

equivalent SUE mathematical program formulation to

alleviate the above drawbacks of both logit and weibit

models simultaneously.

Specifically, this paper makes use of the advanced logit–

weibit hybrid model as the underlying route choice

behavior model to develop a new select link analysis

method with both behavioral realism and computational

tractability. As to the behavioral realism, (1) the logit–

weibit hybrid model has a unique select link analysis result

(i.e., O–D pair-specific link flow, or the link flow compo-

sition), which avoids the non-uniqueness issue and chal-

lenge existing in the current user equilibrium (UE)-based

select link analysis; (2) as mentioned earlier, empirical

studies (e.g., [3]) have repeatedly revealed that the SUE

model more accurately predicts observed mean and vari-

ance of choices than the UE model; (3) the logit–weibit

hybrid model has behavioral advantages compared to the

widely used logit and weibit models. Computational

tractability is achieved by developing a link-based Bell-

type loading algorithm for the hybrid model to guarantee

the applicability in large-scale networks. Along with a

strict mathematical proof, we modify the calculation of link

weights in Bell’s [7] link-based algorithm for the logit

model to solve the hybrid model, while inheriting its

advantages such as easy implementation and avoidance of

the high computational expense of path enumeration/stor-

ing and the inconsistency issue of path generation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Sect. 2 briefly introduces the logit–weibit hybrid model

and provides a numerical example to compare logit, weibit,

and hybrid models. To obtain more detailed link flow

information for select link analysis, Sect. 3 presents a link-

based solution algorithm for the hybrid model along with

the theoretical proof and explores an extension of route

overlapping. Two numerical examples are provided in

Sect. 4 to demonstrate the algorithm and its by-product

(e.g., the choice probability or flow on a segment consti-

tuted by several consecutive links by propagating consec-

utive link conditional choice probabilities). Finally, the

application and visualization in a large-scale network are

shown in Sect. 5.

2 The logit–weibit hybrid route choice model

The core of select link analysis is the travelers’ route

choice behavior model. Next, we give a brief introduction

to the logit, weibit and hybrid models.

The logit route choice probability expression is as fol-

lows [4]:

prsk ¼
exp �hcrsk
� �

P
p2Krs exp �hcrsp

� �

¼ 1
P

p2Krs exp �h crsp � crsk

� �h i ; 8k 2 Krs; hrs 2 H; ð1Þ
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where prsk is the choice probability of route k between O–D

pair (r, s); hrs represents the O–D pair (r, s); H is the set of

O–D pairs; Krs is the set of routes between O–D pair (r, s);

crsk and crsp are the travel time of routes k and p, respec-

tively, between O–D pair (r, s); h is the dispersion

parameter.

According to Castillo et al. [5], the weibit route choice

probability expression is as follows:

prsk ¼ ðgrsk Þ
�b

P
p2Krsðgrsp Þ

�b ¼
1

P
p2Krsðgrsp =grsk Þ

�b ;

8k 2 Krs; hrs 2 H;

ð2Þ

where grsk and grsp are the travel cost of routes k and p,

respectively, between O–D pair (r, s); and b is the shape

parameter.

The logit–weibit hybrid model proposed by Xu et al.

[15] can effectively identify the short and long networks

with the identical absolute cost difference as well as with

the identical relative cost difference. Its route choice

probability expression is as follows:

prsk ¼
exp �hcrsk
� �

� grsk
� ��b

P
p2Krs exp �hcrsp

� �
� grsp

� ��b

¼ 1
P

p2Krs exp �h crsp � crsk

� �h i
� ðgrsp =grsk Þ

�b
;

8k 2 Krs; hrs 2 H:

ð3Þ

The hybrid model can be considered a bi-criteria route

choice problem, i.e., travel time c and travel cost g. Travel

time has an additive structure; i.e., route travel time is the

sum of link travel time on that route. Travel cost has a

multiplicative cost structure; i.e., route travel cost is a

multiplication of link travel cost on that route. Hensher

et al. [16] presented an exponential function form relating

link cost and link time:

sa ¼ e0:075ca ; 8a 2 A; ð4Þ

where sa and ca are the travel cost and travel time of link a,

respectively. From the denominator of Eq. (3), one can see

that the hybrid model considers the absolute route cost

difference in the exponential function and the relative route

cost difference in the power function.

Next, a simple network (see Fig. 1) consisting of two

parallel paths/links is given to compare the logit, weibit,

and logit–weibit hybrid models. Assume that h = 0.1, and

b = 2.1. We consider four cases, which correspond to the

absolute cost difference and relative cost difference in the

long network, and the absolute cost difference and relative

cost difference in the short network, respectively. In case 1

and case 2, the short and long networks have the identical

absolute cost difference of 10 units. In the short network,

the upper route cost is double that of the lower route cost,

while it is only 9% greater in the long network. In case 3

and case 4, the short and long networks have the same

identical relative cost difference (i.e., 2 times). In the short

network, the upper route cost is 10 units larger than the

lower route cost, while it is 100 units larger in the long

network. Table 1 gives the probabilities of choosing the

lower route from the above three models.

In cases 1 and 2, the logit model gives the same route

choice probability for both short and long networks. On the

contrary, in cases 3 and 4, the weibit model gives the same

results for both short and long networks. Hence, the logit

model cannot distinguish the short and long networks with

the same absolute route cost difference, and the weibit

model is unable to identify the short and long networks

with the same relative route cost difference. However, in

O D

Fig. 1 A simple network consisting of two parallel paths/links

Table 1 Comparison of route choice probability of the logit, weibit, and hybrid models

Case no. Cost Probability of choosing the lower route

Logit Weibit Logit–weibit

1 Upper: 20 e�0:1�10

e�0:1�10þe�0:1�20 ¼ 0:73 10�2:1

10�2:1þ20�2:1 ¼ 0:81 e�0:1�10�10�2:1

e�0:1�10�10�2:1þe�0:1�10�10�2:1 ¼ 0:92

Lower: 10

2 Upper: 110 e�0:1�100

e�0:1�100þe�0:1�110 ¼ 0:73 100�2:1

100�2:1þ110�2:1 ¼ 0:55 e�0:1�100�100�2:1

e�0:1�100�100�2:1þe�0:1�110�110�2:1 ¼ 0:77

Lower: 100

3 Upper: 20 e�0:1�10

e�0:1�10þe�0:1�20 ¼ 0:73 10�2:1

10�2:1þ20�2:1 ¼ 0:81 e�0:1�10�10�2:1

e�0:1�10�10�2:1þe�0:1�10�10�2:1 ¼ 0:92

Lower: 10

4 Upper: 200

Lower: 100

e�0:1�100

e�0:1�100þe�0:1�200 ¼ 0:99 100�2:1

100�2:1þ200�2:1 ¼ 0:81 e�0:1�100�100�2:1

e�0:1�100�100�2:1þe�0:1�200�200�2:1 ¼ 1:00
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cases 1, 2 and 4, the hybrid model gives different route

choice probabilities, which is more receivable than the other

two models. Travelers perceive the 10 units of absolute cost

difference to be more significant in a short network (e.g., 10

and 20 min) than in a long network (e.g., 100 and 110 min).

Similarly, travelers perceive the 2 times of relative cost

difference to be more significant in a long network (e.g.,

100 and 200 min) than in a short network (e.g., 10 and

20 min). Hence, the hybrid model can distinguish the short

and long networks with the identical absolute cost differ-

ence as well as the identical relative cost difference.

Namely, the hybrid model can alleviate the drawbacks of

the logit and weibit models and is more flexible.

In summary, the hybrid model can effectively identify

the absolute difference and relative cost difference of the

long or short network, and it has a larger applicability and

flexibility than the other two models. It should be noted

that the above analysis supposes the logit and hybrid

models have the same h value, and the weibit and hybrid

models have the same b value. This setting is only for

simplicity, which is not an assumption or requirement of

the hybrid model. The main purpose of the above example

is to analyze the drawbacks of the logit and weibit models

and the capability of the hybrid model in alleviating the

drawbacks.

3 Link-based solution algorithm

Note that if we use Eq. (3) to solve the hybrid model

directly, we need to enumerate routes or generate a route

set, which is a non-trivial task for large-scale networks.

Hence, in order to embed this hybrid route choice model

into select link analysis, we need to develop an effective

solution algorithm with large-scale network applicability

for the logit–weibit hybrid model. Specifically, we modify

Bell’s link-based algorithm (originally proposed for the

logit model) for solving the hybrid model. The main mod-

ification is on the calculation of link weights. With this, the

modified link-based solution algorithm is able to generate

the hybrid model-based flow pattern while inheriting the

advantages of Bell’s algorithm, such as easy implementa-

tion and avoidance of path enumeration/storing.

3.1 Algorithm procedure

Step 1: Weights matrix initialization The node-pair weight

is initialized as follows:

wij ¼ exp �hcij
� �

s�b
ij ; 8lij 2 L

0; otherwise
;

�
ð5Þ

where lij denotes the link ij (i.e., the link from node i to

node j), and L is the set of links in the network; wij denotes

the initial node-pair weight of link lij; cij and sij are the

travel time and travel cost (see Eq. (4)) of link lij, respec-

tively. For each link, the corresponding node-pair (from tail

node to head node) weight is a function of link travel time

and link travel cost. For disconnected node pairs, the

weight is 0. Note that herein we use a compound function

as the initialized link weight, where the exponential and

power functions correspond to the logit and weibit models,

respectively.

Step 2: Weights matrix update There are two ways to

update the node-pair weight matrix, which are the same as

Bell’s algorithm [7].

Alternative I: for all nodesm

for all nodes i not equal to m

for all nodes j not equal to m or i

wij ¼ wij þ wimwmj: ð6Þ

Alternative II: for initialized weights matrix:

W ¼ ðI �WÞ�1 � I; ð7Þ

where I is an identity matrix with the same dimension as

weights matrix. After processing weights matrix by any of

the above two methods, wij is assigned to be 1.

Step 3: Link choice probability The probability that a

trip from node r to node s chooses link lij can be calculated

as follows:

prsij ¼
wri exp �hcij

� �
s�b
ij wjs

wrs

; ð8Þ

where prsij is the probability of choosing link lij from node

r to node s.

Step 4: Link flow The O–D pair-specific link flow is then

calculated as

vrsij ¼ prsij qrs; ð9Þ

where qrs is travel demand of O–D pair (r, s), and vrsij is

flow on link lij assigned by O–D pair (r, s). For a network

with multiple O–D pairs, we can get the total link flows by

accumulating the link flow assigned by each O–D pair.

Step 5: Select link analysis We can get the total flow of

each link as well as its O–D pair composition (i.e., the link

flow composition from each O–D pair). In other words, we

can get information of where flow comes from and goes to

at a selected link, i.e., the spatial distribution and O–D pair

composition of aggregate link flow.

3.2 Algorithm modification statement

The above algorithm for the hybrid model is modified on

the basis of Bell’s [7] link-based algorithm for the logit

model. The main modification is the calculation of link

weights to cater for the hybrid model. Bell’s link-based

208 P. Liu et al.
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algorithm inherits the drawbacks of the logit model and

does not take absolute cost difference into account. How-

ever, the proposed algorithm contains both absolute cost

difference and relative cost difference as shown in Eqs. (5)

and (8).

The original weights matrix in Bell [7] is as follows:

wij ¼ exp �hcij
� �

; 8lij 2 L

0; otherwise
:

�
ð10Þ

Compared with Eq. (10), the exponential term in Eq. (5) of

the modified algorithm can be regarded as Eq. (10) in [7],

and the additional power term (i.e., s�b
ij ) in Eq. (5) allows

the consideration of relative cost difference for the weibit

model. Theoretically, the modified algorithm can be

applied for solving the hybrid model in large-scale net-

works without path enumeration/storing/generation.

3.3 Theoretical proof

In a network, when travelers reach node i, the probability

of choosing the next node j refers to the conditional

probability. Assume travelers on node j have two choices,

choosing node j or m. It becomes a conditional probability

problem p ðjjiÞ, given that node i has been chosen [17].

Suppose link lij is between a particular O–D pair, we have

p jjið Þ ¼ pij

pi
¼ wriwijwjs

wrs

=
wriwis

wrs

¼ wijwjs

wis

: ð11Þ

Suppose route k has a series of intermediate nodes m1, m2,

m3,…, mn, the probability of choosing route k between O–

D pair (r, s) is given by

prsk ¼
Y

ij

pðjjiÞdij;k

¼p m1jrð Þp m2jm1ð Þp m3jm2ð Þ � � � p sjmnð Þ

¼wrm1
wm1s

wrs

� wm1m2
wm2s

wm1s

� wm2m3
wm3s

wm2s

� � �wmnswss

wmns

¼wrm1
� wm1m2

� wm2m3
� � �wmns � wss

wrs

¼
exp �hcrm1

ð Þ � s�b
rm1

� exp �hcm1m2
ð Þ � s�b

m1m2
� � � exp �hcmnsð Þ � s�b

mns

wrs

¼
Y

ij

exp �hcij
� �

� s�b
ij =wrs

¼ exp �h
X

ij

cij

 !

�
Y

ij

sij

 !�b

=wrs

¼
exp �hcrsk
� �

� ðgrsk Þ
�b

wrs

;

ð12Þ

where dij;k is the number of times that link lij is used in

route k.

Due to the route choice probability conservation

between an O–D pair,

X

k2Krs

prsk ¼ 1: ð13Þ

Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (13), we have

X

k2Krs

exp �hcrsk
� �

� ðgrsk Þ
�b

wrs

¼ 1: ð14Þ

Then

wrs ¼
X

k2Krs

exp �hcrsk
� �

� ðgrsk Þ
�b: ð15Þ

Further substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (12), we have the

following route choice probability expression:

prsk ¼
exp �hcrsk
� �

� grsk
� ��b

P
p2Krs exp �hcrsp

� �
� grsp

� ��b
; 8k 2 Krs; hrs 2 H:

ð16Þ

In summary, the above improved link-based loading

algorithm is able to reach the hybrid route choice model in

theory. Hence, it can be used to solve the hybrid route

choice model while circumventing the need of path enu-

meration or generation, which is an important guarantee for

large-scale network applications.

3.4 Extension to route overlapping

Even though the above link-based loading algorithm can

solve the hybrid model, it still inherits the route indepen-

dence assumption in the hybrid model. The consequence is

that it cannot handle the route overlapping problem. Sim-

ilar to Russo and Vitetta [18], we can adopt a link-based

commonality factor to deal with the route overlapping

issue. The commonality factor of link lij between O–D pair

(r, s) can be expressed as follows:

CFrs
ij ¼ azrsij log Nrs

ij

� �
; 8lij 2 L; hrs 2 H; ð17Þ

where CFrs
ij denotes the commonality factor of link lij

between O–D pair (r, s); a is a parameter to be calibrated;

zrsij is the ratio between the cost of link lij and the shortest

route cost between O–D pair (r, s); Nrs
ij is the number of

routes using link lij between O–D pair (r, s). Without loss

of generality, we use sij ¼ eccij like Kitthamkesorn and

Chen [12, 19]. Then, the node-pair weight becomes

wij ¼ exp �hðcij þ CFrs
ij Þ

� �
exp �cb cij þ CFrs

ij

� �� �
; 8lij 2 L; hrs 2 H;

0; otherwise;

(

ð18Þ

which can also be reorganized as follows:
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wij ¼
exp �hcij
� �

s�b
ij � exp � hþ cbð ÞCFrs

ij

� �
; 8lij 2 L; hrs 2 H

0; otherwise
:

(

ð19Þ

Next, we repeat the above theoretical proof in Sect. 3.3

using Eq. (19). The probability of choosing route k

between O–D pair (r, s) is given by

prsk ¼
Y

ij

pðjjiÞdij;k

¼p m1jrð Þp m2jm1ð Þp m3jm2ð Þ � � � p sjmnð Þ

¼wrm1
wm1s

wrs

� wm1m2
wm2s

wm1s

� wm2m3
wm3s

wm2s

� � �wmnswss

wmns

¼
Y

ij

exp �hcij
� �

� s�b
ij � exp � hþ cbð ÞCFrs

ij

� �
=wrs

¼ exp �h
X

ij

cij

 !

� ð
Y

ij

sijÞ�b � exp � hþ cbð Þ
X

ij

CFrs
ij

 !

=wrs:

ð20Þ

Russo and Vitetta [18] also presented the path-based

commonality factor as follows:

CFrs
k ¼ a

X

ij2k
zrsk log Nrs

ij

� �
; 8k 2 Krs; hrs 2 H; ð21Þ

where CFrs
k denotes the commonality factor of route k

between pair (r, s); zrsk is the perceived relevance of an

individual link lij in route k. Substituting Eq. (21) into

Eq. (20), we have

prsk ¼
exp �hcrsk
� �

� ðgrsk Þ
�b � exp � hþ cbð ÞCFrs

k

� �

wrs

: ð22Þ

Referring to Eqs. (13)–(16), we have the following

probability expression:

prsk ¼
exp �hcrsk
� �

� grsk
� ��b

exp � hþ cbð ÞCFrs
k

� �

P
p2Krs exp �hcrsp

� �
� grsp

� ��b
exp � hþ cbð ÞCFrs

p

� � ;

8k 2 Krs; hrs 2 H:

ð23Þ

This is the hybrid route choice probability expression with

a route overlapping consideration. It can adjust the prob-

ability of routes coupling with other routes by the com-

monality factor.

4 Numerical examples

This section provides two numerical examples to verify the

capability and applicability of the modified link-based

stochastic loading algorithm for solving the hybrid model:

The first network is a grid network, and the second network

is the Sioux Falls network. The parameter values are set as

h = 0.35 and b = 3.7.

4.1 Grid network

This grid network consists of 9 nodes and 12 links. Each

link is represented by its tail node and head node. The link

costs are provided in Fig. 2, and there are four O–D pairs,

i.e., O–D pairs (1, 9), (2, 9), (4, 9) and (5, 9), with the same

traffic demand of 1000 units.

To set up a benchmark, we enumerate all routes of this

network, each O–D pair having 6, 3, 3 and 2 routes,

respectively, and calculate the route choice probability and

flow according to Eq. (3). With these, we can obtain the

sources and composition of each link flow (see Table 2).

Then, we perform the above link-based loading algorithm

and compare the results with the benchmark results

obtained by path enumeration. As expected, the link-based

loading algorithm can get exactly the same results as the

path enumeration approach. This verifies the correctness of

the algorithm.

Although Sect. 2 has provided a comparison among the

logit, weibit and hybrid models, we take a more detailed

illustration of the three models in the grid network with the

uniform O–D demands (see Table 3 and Table 4). The

value of dispersion parameter h of the logit and hybrid

models is equal, and the value of shape parameter b of the

weibit and hybrid models is the same. The grid network

can be regarded as a short network. By comparing the

assignment results of the three models, we can verify that

the hybrid model can distinguish the short networks with

the identical absolute cost difference as well as the iden-

tical relative cost difference. Figure 3 gives the total link

flows assigned by the three models. We can find that the

links with larger flows have larger difference among the

three models except for link 2–5. Due to the lack of real-

istic link flow observations, we cannot directly judge which

assignment model is more realistic. However, the simul-

taneous consideration of absolute and relative cost differ-

ences makes the hybrid model outperform both the logit

and weibit models.
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1 2 3
2 2

1 1

2 2
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Fig. 2 Grid network with link cost
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Below we analyze the traffic sources and composition of

each aggregate link flow. Without loss of generality, we

consider four O–D pairs: (1, 9), (2, 9), (4, 9) and (5, 9).

Figure 4 shows the flow sources of each link from the four

O–D pairs. For example, all flows of link 1–2 and link 1–4

come from the O–D pair (1, 9); 2210 flow units on link 5–6

consist of 524.8 units from O–D pair (1, 9), 483.6 units

from (2, 9), 549.8 units from (4, 9), and 651.9 units from

(5, 9). In practice, this disaggregate information enables to

quantify or predict the impact of transportation planning,

operations, control and management schemes from

multiple perspectives such as congestion alleviation,

environmental sustainability, and equity issue.

As a by-product of the above information, the choice

probability of a corridor or a route constituted by several

consecutive links can be obtained by propagating consec-

utive link choice probabilities without path enumeration,

which avoids calculating the overall link flows in the

context of requiring merely some selected link flows. Note

that the above choice probability refers to the conditional

probability that travelers choose the next link under the

condition of choosing the current link, i.e.,

Table 2 Link flow assigned by O–D pairs and total link flow by the logit–weibit hybrid model

O–D Links

1–2a 1–4 2–3 2–5 3–6 4–5 4–7 5–6 5–8 6–9 7–8 8–9

(1,9) 377.7 622.3 97.5 280.2 97.5 524.8 97.5 524.8 280.2 622.3 97.5 377.7

(2,9) –b – 258.2 741.8 258.2 – – 483.6 258.2 741.8 – 258.2

(4,9) – – – – – 843.3 156.7 549.8 293.5 549.8 156.7 450.2

(5,9) – – – – – – – 651.9 348.1 651.9 – 348.1

Total 377.7 622.3 355.7 1022 355.7 1368 254.2 2210 1180 2565.8 254.2 1434.2

a The expression form of link
b The O–D pair cannot assign flow to the corresponding link because of the network typology

Table 3 Link flow assigned by O–D pairs and total link flow by the logit model

O–D Links

1–2a 1–4 2–3 2–5 3–6 4–5 4–7 5–6 5–8 6–9 7–8 8–9

(1,9) 435.4 564.6 127.4 308.1 127.4 437.2 127.4 437.2 308.1 564.6 127.4 435.4

(2,9) –b – 292.5 707.5 292.5 – – 415.0 292.5 707.5 – 292.5

(4,9) – – – – – 774.4 225.6 454.3 320.1 454.3 225.6 545.7

(5,9) – – – – – – – 586.6 413.4 586.6 – 413.4

Total 435.4 564.6 419.8 1015.6 419.8 1211.6 352.9 1893.1 1334.1 2313 352.9 1687

a The expression form of link
b The O–D pair cannot assign flow to the corresponding link because of the network typology

Table 4 Link flow assigned by O–D pairs and total link flow by the weibit model

O–D Links

1–2a 1–4 2–3 2–5 3–6 4–5 4–7 5–6 5–8 6–9 7–8 8–9

(1,9) 449.7 550.3 135.5 314.3 135.5 414.8 135.5 414.8 314.3 550.3 135.5 449.7

(2,9) –b – 301.2 698.8 301.2 – – 397.6 301.2 698.8 – 301.2

(4,9) – – – – – 753.8 246.2 428.9 324.9 428.9 246.2 571.1

(5,9) – – – – – – – 568.9 431.1 568.9 – 431.1

Total 449.7 550.3 436.7 1013.1 436.7 1168.6 381.7 1810.1 1371.5 2246.8 381.7 1753.2

a The expression form of link
b The O–D pair cannot assign flow to the corresponding link because of the network typology
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p ljkjlij
� �

¼ pjkP
h pjh

; ð24Þ

where link ljk is the next link directly connected with link

lij; p ljkjlij
� �

is the conditional probability choosing link ljk

under the condition of choosing the link lij; pjk is the choice

probability of link ljk; pjh is the choice probability of link

ljh. After processing link choice probability of each O–D

pair, we can get the corridor or route choice probability.

For example, the choice probability of corridor 5–6–9

between O–D pair (1, 9) is

p5�6�9 ¼ p5�6=ðp5�6 þ p5�8Þ � p6�9=p6�9

¼ 37:77� 28:02� 28:02þ 9:75ð Þð
þ 62:23� 52:48� 52:48þ 9:75ð ÞÞ
� 52:48� 52:48þ 28:01ð Þ � 1ð%Þ ¼ 52:48%:

By multiplying travel demand of the O–D pair by corridor

choice probability, we can obtain corridor flow under each

O–D pair and consequently the total corridor flow by

accumulating all O–D pairs.

4.2 Sioux Falls network

In this section, we apply the link-based loading algorithm

to the Sioux Falls network and compare the hybrid model

result with those of the logit and weibit models by setting

the same parameters as before. Figure 5 shows that the

three models appear similar in the Sioux Falls network, and

the three curves overlap highly in the view of overall trend.

However, there are indeed some small differences, which

are expressed more clearly in Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 6 pre-

sents the absolute link flow difference, which fluctuates up

and down around zero value. For the difference between

weibit and hybrid models, the whole curve changes

intensely, showing a big difference in a detailed compari-
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son. As for the difference between logit and hybrid models,

the left chart presents a less change trend than the right

part. The relative link flow difference is presented in Fig. 7,

which is distributed uniformly around the ratio value of

one. The ratios of logit to hybrid models and weibit to

hybrid models keep approximately identical except for the

right corner part. Combining Figs. 6 with 7, we can find

that the traffic assigned by logit and hybrid models is closer

than that by weibit and hybrid models.

Next, to obtain specific link flow sources and compo-

sition, we analyze link flow composition by taking link

17–19 as an example. Since there are 550 O–D pairs, we

only show the O–D pairs whose assigned link flow

accounts for not less than 1% of the total link flow. Fig-

ures 8 and 9 contain 25 O–D pairs, which occupy at least

1% proportion in flow sources of link 17–19. Among them,

four O–D pairs have the largest proportion, i.e., (10, 19),

(17, 19), (17, 20) and (17, 22). Some O–D pairs with a

smaller proportion are those having node 19 as the

destination. A possible reason is that these O–D pairs do

not have large traffic demands. Furthermore, some O–D

pairs without direct link connection also occupy a large

proportion, such as (7, 15) and (16, 14), which is not

apparent without conducting select link analysis.

Below we explore the application of select link analysis

in identifying the impact area of a system intervention

(e.g., traffic incident and road closure). We close link

17–19 (without constructing alternative roads) to observe

the impact on the network and to explore the method of

identifying the impact area. There are two possible meth-

ods to identify the affected area: the first one is according

to the change of total link flows (see Table 5), and the

second one is according to the link flow sources before

closing link 17–19. Herein, we identify the affected area

according to these two methods, respectively.

In Table 5, the positive values represent increase in link

flows and negative values represent decrease in link flows

after closing link 17–19. We can observe that the majority

of the links are affected with different relative change

degrees of flows although only link 17–19 is closed; most

O–D pairs that are likely to use this link will be affected. In

order to identify the affected area, we set the criterion as

whether the link flow change is greater than 20%. Namely,

those links with more than 20% positive or negative flow

change are regarded as affected links. According to this

criterion, the impact area of closing link 17–19 is shown by

the red circled area in Fig. 10. Combining Table 5 with

Fig. 10, we can find that links further away from link

17–19 are almost unaffected, and the major affected area is

located surrounding link 17–19. Furthermore, the closer a

link is from link 17–19, the greater flow change the link

has.

The second identification method is based on the link

flow sources and composition before closing link 17–19 as

shown in Fig. 9. The impact area includes nodes/zones
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whose link flow source percentage is greater than the

threshold of 5%. If the percentage is greater than the

threshold, the corresponding origin and destination of the

link flow source are included in the impact area. The

impact area of closing link 17–19 is shown by the circled

area in Fig. 11.

Comparing Figs. 10 with 11 reveals that the two impact

areas have a little difference, e.g., node 18 is not included

into the impact area of the second method (based on the

link flow sources and composition before closing link

17–19). By analyzing the identified impact area, we can

find that link 17–19 is a central link of the impact area, and

links between the set of nodes directly connected to node

17 and node 19 are subject to a greater impact of this link

closure. In realistic networks, we can use this analysis to

quantitatively identify the impact area in traffic impact

analysis and traffic operations.

5 Application and visualization in a large-scale
network

This section demonstrates the applicability and visualiza-

tion of the proposed link-based loading algorithm and the

select link analysis using Chicago sketch network. This

network has 386 zones, 933 nodes, 2950 links, and 93,135

O–D pairs. Parameters are set as follows: h = 0.35 and

b = 3.7. After obtaining each link flow assigned by every

O–D pair as well as the total link flows, we can analyze and

visualize link flow sources on a selected link.

Figure 12 uses link color and thickness to visualize the

assigned total link flows of Chicago sketch network. In

Fig. 12, we can get a general and rough cognition on link

flows in this network. For example, we can see that traffic

is concentrated on the right of the central area, i.e., link

flows are clearly larger than the other regions. This is

consistent with the actual characteristics of this area, whose

road network is denser than other regions. Schools,

squares, parks, museums, government agencies and the

airport are located in this region, which is a cultural,

commercial and municipal land in Chicago. The region

generates and attracts a lot of trips, rendering a traffic dense

region. In summary, the traffic assignment result is con-

sistent with the road network characteristics.

Chicago sketch network has 2950 links. Among them,

link 411–695 is chosen for select link analysis, whose total

link flow is 5273 units. Figure 13 presents the proportion of

assigned link flow from 21 O–D pairs, whose proportion is

greater than 1% of the total link flow. The flow sources of
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Table 5 Relative change ratio of link flows after closing link 17–19 (%)

Link 1-2a 1-3 2-1 2-6 3-1 3-4 3-12 4-3 4-5 4-11 5-4
Ratio -1.30 0.86 0 -0.73 0 -0.22 0.87 0 -2.34 5.08 0
Link 5-6 5-9 6-2 6-5 6-8 7-8 7-18 8-6 8-7 8-9 8-16
Ratio -5.01 3 0 0 -3.04 0.90 9.41 0 10.37 2.92 -18.42
Link 9-5 9-8 9-10 10-9 10-11 10-15 10-16 10-17 11-4 11-10 11-12
Ratio 0 -0.82 2.75 0 8.64 42.95 -5.46 -29.77 0 -0.64 4.56
Link 11-14 12-3 12-11 12-13 13-12 13-24 14-11 14-15 14-23 15-10 15-14
Ratio 10.81 0 0.46 4.40 0 0.19 -0.01 6.51 -0.46 0 -19.56
Link 15-19 15-22 16-8 16-10 16-17 16-18 17-10 17-16 17-19 18-7 18-16
Ratio 19.95 -20.69 0 20.33 -46.3 78.78 30.36 37.60 -b 0.01 -13.78
Link 18-20 19-15 19-17 19-20 20-18 20-19 20-21 20-22 21-20 21-22 21-24
Ratio 85.53 -57.38 -0.04 -48.72 0 82.22 3.99 35.07 0.16 0.13 -3.85
Link 22-15 22-20 22-21 22-23 23-14 23-24 24-13 24-21 24-23
Ratio 0.45 0.20 -6.62 0.54 0.39 0.15 -0.71 -4.57 0.17 0.15

The bold data denotes that the link flow change is greater than 20%
a The expression form of link
b The O–D pair cannot assign flow to the corresponding link because of the network typology
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Fig. 12 Total link flows in Chicago sketch network
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link 411–695 are more concentrated on these 21 O–D pairs,

with an accumulative proportion of 45.5% of its total link

flow. It has a proportion of about 5.5% in O–D pair (154,

149), and the remaining flows are more evenly distributed

in the vicinity of 100 units. Figure 14 shows the entire

frequency distribution of link flow sources from all O–D

pairs. One can see that the distribution is highly asym-

metric with a long distribution tail. The distribution tail

represents O–D pair sources with high composition pro-

portions. By combining Fig. 13 with Fig. 14, we can more

clearly understand the sources concentration and get

specific traffic sources and composition of a selected link.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an alternative select link anal-

ysis method by using the logit–weibit hybrid model as the

underlying probabilistic route choice mechanism. To make

it applicable in large-scale networks, Bell’s link-based

stochastic loading algorithm originally developed for the

classical logit model was modified to solve the hybrid

model. The theoretical validity of the modification was

rigorously proved. An extension to route overlapping issue

was also presented. Three network examples were provided

to demonstrate the validity, capability and large-scale

network applicability of the link-based algorithm and the

select link analysis method. As an application demonstra-

tion, we used the information of link flow sources and

composition to quantitatively identify the impact area of a

road closure. As a future research, we will explore the

possible non-convergence issue of the weights matrix in

large-scale networks.
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